coresuite designer
Fully integrated printing and reporting tool for SAP ® Business One.
Accelerated integration time.
Thanks to his diversity of templates, you
can save time with the coresuite designer.
The produkt contains country specific standard documents in the delivery content
such as marketing documents with offers,
sales confirmation, delivery notes, invoice
layouts and reports in the area CRM, sales
(sales analysis), purchase, service,
warehouse, production etc.
Dynamic: only one layout for all languages.

Printer outputs.
You can define the course of a print task
precisely, e.g., the first or last page should
be pulled from another tray. Further parameter such as user, copy, language and a
free definable tax parameter can help to
identify a printer as well. Duplex prints with
a dyamic back side layout can also be configured.
Pivot (contingency table).
The Pivot object collects data in several dimensions and can thus answer questions
like: „How is the product turnover distributed over the years and per employee?“.
eMail, fax, Word, Excel, PDF.
With coresuite designer, emails can be
created from SAP® Business One. The eMail
addresses and texts can be automatically
defined. The eMail is automatically generated and the underlying layout is attached
as a PDF. The reports can also be directly
converted to Word or Excel for further
editing.

With coresuite designer you only need to
manage and maintain one layout for all
marketing documents. Global changes are
made in few minutes. In the layout you can
determine the print data according to the
document type. For example, you can have
two different footer areas, one to be printed only in offers, and the other in all invoices or credit notes. Thanks to the new
SAP® Business One translation functions, all
texts in the layout can be translated to all
languages in a simple manner.

Charts and diagrams.
The charts in coresuite designer are rotatable around both axes. There are bars, verticaly and horizontal, cake, cone,
octahedron and lines as well as the versions
in 2-D/3-D and graded, grouped, stacked
or simple. The coresuite designer provides
the possibility to compile clockhand, bars,
digits and a lot more.

Individual reports.
All important master data and documents
from SAP® Business One, for which predefined data sources have been installed, are
at your dispence. Alternatively, individual
SQL query incl. parameter can be set up by
the standard SAP® query manager and can
be used in your reports.

You can find more information on this product on www.coresuite.ch/designer
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Individual adjustments.
Thanks to the flexibility of coresuite
designer, it can be built into business processes and extended very easily. Solutions,
which needed an additional AddOn are
ommited, because they can be described
with coresuite designer.
Overview of the functions.
• Marketing documents configuring and
printing sales and purchase forms, such as
offers, delivery notes, bills, etc.
• Reports, lists, cross charts, including multicharts, masterdetails/subreports, combined with all other objects, e.g., charts in
spreadsheets.
• Diagrams/charts for single or combined
with reports.
• Interactive forms meaning user input in
print preview, with drill-down functions
(e.g. opening the client’s order directly from
the report).
• Tags incl. barcodes and graphics for all
major barcode formats (also 2-D QRCode).
Measures are freely definable as well. Compatible with well-known printer labels like
Zebra.
• Create letters without text edition with
the coresuite editor. It is retrievable in
each SAP ® text field and can be used to
make small changes to texts.
Advantages.
With the coresuite designer you can find
solutions for printing and reporting problems of your business. The designer simplifies the handling of marketing documents,
charts, diagrams, reports etc., which leads
to time saving and more efficient working
process.
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